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Abstract
The 2016 International Conference on Intelligent Biology and Medicine (ICIBM 2016) was held on December
8–10, 2016 in Houston, Texas, USA. ICIBM included eight scientific sessions, four tutorials, one poster
session, four highlighted talks and four keynotes that covered topics on 3D genomics structural analysis,
next generation sequencing (NGS) analysis, computational drug discovery, medical informatics, cancer
genomics, and systems biology. Here, we present a summary of the nine research articles selected from
ICIBM 2016 program for publishing in BMC Bioinformatics.
Introduction
The 2016 International Conference on Intelligent
Biology and Medicine (ICIBM 2016) provided a
multidisciplinary forum for computational scientists
and experimental biologists to share their most recent
findings in the field of cancer genomics, systems
biology, medical informatics, big data analytics and
machine learning, among others. The conference was
held on December 8–10, 2016 in Houston, Texas,
USA. More than 150 researchers and students across
the world attended the meeting. In this special issue,
we have collected ten primary research articles
focusing on new methods developed in the field of
machine learning, genomics, and next generation
sequencing (NGS) analysis.
In the first paper of this collection, Young et al. [1]
developed a new unsupervised deep learning method to
find low dimensional representations of cancer gene
expression data. The estimated latent variables taken
from the hidden layers of a deep-net provided novel
insights into the mechanisms of tumorigenesis and
patient survival. They discovered that the hidden layer
representations encoded the information that was
relevant to the clustering of glioblastoma samples and
the survival of glioblastoma patients. This clustering also
allowed them to uncover latent phenotype from the
methylation data. In addition, model selection results
provided a biologically plausible size for the first hidden
layer. Understanding the biological relationships
encoded in these hidden layer representations could lead
to novel insights into cancer biology and treatment.
Philips et al. [2] used text mining algorithms to
mine medical abstracts and identify new genes essen-
tial for cancer cell survival. The authors collected a
corpus of 32,164 RNA interference abstracts from
10.5 million PubMed abstracts across various disci-
plines using database querying and text mining
algorithms. Most of the top essential genes identified
and extracted through these procedures are involved
in the survival pathways and in various malignancies.
Moreover, several of the top essential genes have not
been previously implicated as essential oncogenes in
the literature and could be novel targets on treating
complex diseases and cancers.
In the next paper, Tang et al. [3] developed a new
method, STRScan, that quantifies short tandem repeats
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(STRs) from whole-genome sequencing data. STRscan
identifies k-mers from short NGS reads that are similar
to input STR patterns. The authors then used a greedy
seed-based algorithm to quantify the STRs. The authors
tested their algorithm on whole genome sequencing data
from the 1000 Genomes project and Venter’s genome.
Their results demonstrated a 20% increase in identifica-
tion of STRs compared to the existing approaches. The
algorithm was also implemented in programming
language C with an open-source license.
Non-canonical splicing is emerging as a new feature
associated with a broad range of disease including
cancer and neurological diseases. Bai et al. [4] devel-
oped a novel splice junction algorithm, Read-Split-Fly
(RSF), to identify genome-wide non-canonically
spliced regions. Preliminary results using RSF on the
70 ENCODE samples indicated that the presence of
5′ splicing site with U12-type signature is more
frequent than U2-type in non-canonical junctions.
The RSF algorithm will likely have a significant im-
pact in the field by addressing the “gap in knowledge”
involving undiscovered spliced sequences.
PennCNV is a highly-cited tool in the field of
genomics. Lima et al. [5] extended this popular
software to estimate copy number variations (CNVs)
from whole genome sequencing data, by processing
the mapping (BAM) files to extract coverage, repre-
senting log R ratio (LRR) of signal intensity, as well
as B allele frequency (BAF) information. They tested
the method using high quality sample NA12878 from
the recently reported NIST database and ten simu-
lated artificial samples with several CNVs spread
along all chromosomes. The new method, PennCNV-
Seq, can also be integrated in existing CNV calling
pipelines to report accurately the number of copies in
specific genomic regions.
RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), a high throughput
technology that profiles gene expression, has been
widely used for testing differential expression (DE)
and more recently for testing differential alternative
polyadenylation (APA). Liu et al. [6] extended and
expanded the XBSeq BioConductor package yielding
the XBSeq2 package. Specific major updates included
alternative statistical testing and parameter estimation
procedures, capacity to directly process alignment
files and methods for testing differential APA, as well
as major computational improvements that yield a
faster package. The XBSeq2 package performs well on
benchmarks compared to other approaches for testing
DE and differential APA.
In the next paper, Tan et al. [7] proposed an
expectation least squares (ELS) algorithm and bino-
mial analysis of three-point gametes (BAT) for
estimating gamete frequencies from F2 dominant and
codominant genotype data, respectively. Using
simulated and real datasets, ELS algorithm was able
to accurately estimate frequencies of gametes and
outperformed the EM algorithm in recovering true
linkage maps in coupling and repulsive linkage
phases. The ELS algorithm can be extended to search
for accurate estimation of variables hidden in
complex data. The BAT method had also high
efficiency and fast speed in estimation of recombin-
ation fractions between codominant markers.
Li et al. [8] introduced a novel convolutional neural
network (CNN) architecture for biomedical entity
normalization, or linking entity mentions in text to those
in a standard knowledge base. The procedure uses a rule-
based approached followed by CNN modeling of semantic
similarity that is used to yield a final ranking of entities.
This approach achieves accuracies of 90.30% and 86.10%
when evaluated on the ShARe/CLEF and NCBI datasets,
respectively, which greatly improves upon the existing
state-of-the-art rule-based baseline systems.
Scaffold proteins play a critical role in various bio-
logical signaling processes. While many databases
were documented to link to the signaling pathways,
few databases are devoted to the scaffold proteins
that medicate signal transduction. Here, Han et al. [9]
developed a user-friendly interface database, ScaPD,
to curate computationally predicted, experimentally
validated scaffold proteins and associated signaling
pathways. It currently contains 273 scaffold proteins
and 1118 associated signaling pathways. The database
allows users to search, navigate and download the
scaffold protein-mediated signaling networks.
Manually curated and predicted scaffold protein data
form a foundation for further investigation of scaffold
proteins and signal transduction. ScaPD will also be a
valuable resource for understanding how individual
signaling pathways are regulated.
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